
Ignite Your Offense With The Most Physical
Blocking Scheme In Football
Football is a game of strategy, speed, and strength. A good offense requires a
solid playbook, talented players, and efficient execution. But what sets a great
offense apart from the rest? It’s the physicality and dominance brought by the
blocking scheme. In this article, we will explore the most physical blocking
scheme in football that will ignite your offense and lead you to victory.

Understanding the Importance of Blocking

Blocking is the foundation of any successful offense in football. It involves
offensive linemen using their bodies to create space, protect the quarterback, and
open up running lanes for the ball carrier. If executed effectively, a powerful
blocking scheme can give your offense a significant advantage over the opposing
team.

However, not all blocking schemes are created equal. While some focus on
finesse and quickness, the most physical blocking scheme prioritizes power,
aggression, and intimidation. By implementing this approach, you can assert
dominance on the field and overwhelm your opponents.
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Introducing the Power Blocking Scheme

The power blocking scheme is renowned for its physicality and brute force. It
emphasizes overwhelming the defense by creating double teams at the point of
attack and driving defenders off the line of scrimmage. This scheme plays to the
strength of offensive linemen, allowing them to impose their will on the opposing
team.

One key element of the power blocking scheme is the double team block. This
occurs when two offensive linemen work together to drive a defender off the line
of scrimmage. By combining their strength and synchronizing their movements,
they create a massive force that can overpower the defense.

Another important aspect of the power blocking scheme is the blocking angles.
Offensive linemen aim to attack the defense at an angle, rather than straight on,
which forces defenders to react and adjust. This subtle adjustment disrupts the
defense’s initial plan and gives the offensive linemen an advantage to overpower
them.

Benefits of the Power Blocking Scheme
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Implementing the power blocking scheme offers several advantages that can
significantly impact your offense:

1. Increased Physicality:

The power blocking scheme emphasizes physicality, allowing your offensive
linemen to showcase their strength and aggression. By overpowering the
defensive line, you exert dominance and set the tone for the rest of the game.

2. Improved Running Game:

The power blocking scheme creates running lanes, giving your running backs
more space to maneuver through the defense. With offensive linemen driving
defenders off the line of scrimmage, your ball carriers will have the opportunity to
break through for big gains.

3. Protects the Quarterback:

The strength and aggression displayed in the power blocking scheme provide
better protection for the quarterback. With the offensive line effectively creating a
wall of blockers, the quarterback has more time to make accurate throws and
avoid sacks.

4. Psychological Advantage:

The physicality of the power blocking scheme can demoralize the opposing
defense. By continuously overpowering and dominating their opponents, you can
create doubt and frustration, giving your team a psychological edge.

Keys to Successfully Implementing the Power Blocking Scheme

While the power blocking scheme brings numerous benefits, it requires proper
execution and preparation. Here are some key factors to consider when
implementing this dominant blocking scheme:



1. Strength and Conditioning:

The power blocking scheme relies heavily on the strength and physicality of
offensive linemen. Implement a rigorous strength and conditioning program that
focuses on explosive power and functional strength to ensure your linemen can
overwhelm their opponents.

2. Coordinated Movement:

Double team blocks are crucial to the success of the power blocking scheme.
Your offensive linemen must work in sync, communicate effectively, and
understand their roles to overpower the defense. Regular practice and repetition
will help develop the necessary chemistry and coordination.

3. Film Study:

Analyze game footage to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the opposing
team's defense. By understanding their tendencies and preferences, you can
exploit their vulnerabilities and create favorable matchups for your linemen.

4. Mental Preparedness:

Implementing the power blocking scheme requires a strong mental attitude.
Emphasize discipline, toughness, and a never-back-down mentality among your
offensive linemen. This will ensure they maintain their aggressive mindset and
execute the scheme effectively during games.

Finding Success with the Power Blocking Scheme

The power blocking scheme has been widely used by successful teams, including
some of the most dominant offenses in football history. The Dallas Cowboys of
the 1990s, the New England Patriots, and the Alabama Crimson Tide are just a



few examples of teams that have found tremendous success by implementing
this physical and aggressive blocking scheme.

By dedicating time and resources to mastering the power blocking scheme, you
can ignite your offense and create an unstoppable force on the field. With a
relentless and overpowering offensive line, your team will become a force to be
reckoned with, putting you on the path to victory.

In

If you want to take your offense to the next level, the power blocking scheme is
the answer. Its physicality, dominance, and ability to create running lanes will set
your team apart from the rest. By implementing this scheme and following the key
factors discussed, you can ignite your offense and pave the way to victory. So
harness the power, unleash your linemen, and watch your offense soar to new
heights!
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Spread Offenses have a long history for being known as teams that lack
physicality. In Coaching the A Gap Power you will learn how to bring a physical
running style to your Spread Offense that makes defenses put more defenders in
the box.

Besides the Inside Zone the Power Blocking Scheme is one of the most universal
running plays in football. In Coaching the A Gap Power you will learn how this
blocking scheme utilizes angles to create double teams at the point of attack
while bringing an extra blocker to lead the runner through the hole.

Coaching the A Gap Power will give you all of the tools to implement this powerful
blocking scheme into your offense. With sections focusing on all of the different
roles, this book has information for both the veteran coach who is looking for a
few ideas to the beginning coach who is seeking a powerful blocking scheme
they can base their run game off of.

One of the most appealing parts of the A Gap Power is the adaptability to meet
the skill sets of the players in the offense. In Coaching the A Gap Power the play
is packaged in a way that makes it easy for the Coach to highlight the strengths
of their players. In the Variations section you can see all the different ways that
the play can be run and the strengths and weaknesses of each of these styles.

Make the investment to ignite your offense and become a physical running team.
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